Gridwork Guidance: Steps for Effective New Earth Gridwork

Reminders:

- Pay attention. Interacting with the crystalline grid is a respectful, High-Vibe activity. Work through the Heart and you can’t do it wrong.
- The crystalline grids are a high-vibrational system to assist in the Ascension and dimensional shift to crystalline consciousness. Interacting with them in this way is a vibrational match, which requires pure intent to serve the highest interests of all concerned.
- Regardless of your past incarnate accomplishments, it takes practice as you raise your personal vibration into Unconditional Love, align with the Highest timelines of Ascension, Divine Service to Peace, and Pure Source intent.
- Take note of your energy fields; Crystalline Unity Grids require a vibrational match, which is why they cannot be interfered with in a negative way.
- You may experience a Shamanic or Krishna-state interaction with the New Earth (Ascended higher-frequency Gaia.) This indicates a pure activation of organic biocommunication; a bridge to Christ Consciousness.
- Starseeds may have different tools, geometries, steps, incantations. Follow your guidance. These are basic steps for Beloveds who desire to assist.
- Gatekeepers have their own set of skills, geometries and methods as that is a DNA related activity. This is not Gatekeeping, although it does assist in opening the Divine Gateway of your Heart.
- Ceremony with others can be powerful if the group is heart-based, emotionally clear, and can unify and focus. Gaia loves celebration of the Heart!
- Remember it’s a birth, not a funeral. Focus on the New Light!
- Gridwork is a service-to-others operation, however we can learn a lot about ourselves through this work and receive downloads, activations and healing by interacting with the New Earth grids in this way.
- If interference concerns you, don’t do it.
- Watch the video associated with this module.

A simple way to engage in Crystalline Gridwork

1. Gather and prepare your tools. Be a pro! Designate a bag/backpack for Gridwork so you are ready when you receive the guidance.
• Clear and charge your crystals with pure intent to serve as conduits of the New Earth crystalline Grid systems and the pure and true Ascension.
• Pack your Lightworker backpack with whatever you are guided to utilize, whatever resonates with your level of service.
  • Suggestions:
    • Crystals to use: Personal collection to assist and hold the vibration during the activation, crystals to leave in the ground.
    • Sound tools: Tuning forks, singing bowls, instruments, (your own voice!)
    • Land-clearing tools: Sage, selenite powder, sacred dirt, blessed water
    • Sacred tools: Geometric structures, shamanic implements, etc.
    • Outdoor gear: Something to sit on, water, etc. Some of us go to remote areas - be prepared so you may stay a while.
    • If you must bring a mobile phone, ipad, etc., turn your tech/wifi devices OFF completely before going to do Gridwork.

2. Clear yourself. Enter into this endeavor with an open clear heart, mind and emotions. Meditate and unify with your Higher levels to open yourself as a pure conduit of the NEW Crystalline/Christed/Unity consciousness and Ascension.

3. Set your intentions to assist as a Pure Conduit of Source, in the highest interests of all concerned with Ascension, peace, and Divine Love. Stay open, joyful, and in your Mastery.
  • Intend to raise the LoveLight rather than fix things. Leave the fixing to the Pros working directly with the Higher Realms.
  • Crystalline grids = crystalline consciousness. Maintain a vibrational match with the High-Vibe state of consciousness. No judgment when interfacing with the crystalline grids.
  • Sometimes personal or collective clearing occurs. It’s just the Light doing it’s work on the lower or past timelines. These are not instructions for classic ley line clearing (although that can occur depending on your DNA and skill set).
  • This is an amplification of the New Earth grids and higher Christed timelines, which naturally clears/raises the vibration so the lower reality can fade out.

4. Follow your heart guidance and go to your guided place. Greet the land, ask permission of Gaia to interact with her in this way. Greet the etheric (or grounded) keepers of that space if they present. Humility - not egoic control - resonates with the crystalline New Earth grid levels. Understand it is a co-creation with the Higher Realms of Pure Light.
5. Connect through the heart with your Higher levels and the Highest Orders of Light in service to the Ascension, your personal guides, kingdoms and elementals of that area. Welcome in and forth your Divine Team and Higher Selves. Breathe and get into this vibration before proceeding.

- Sample Command: Beloved Highest Realms of Pure Light, Highest Orders of Light, Highest aspects of Pure Source consciousness, unify with me in this Divine Service to Gaia, Kingdoms, Elementals, Beloved HUmanity and the pure and true Ascension. I open myself as a pure conduit for whatever is needed to serve the Ascension and highest interests of all concerned.

6. Bless and clear the land where you are, using your sacred tools.

7. Lay out a sacred form or pattern to set the intention in that spot.

- Follow your guidance on geometries, medicine wheels, etc. Use what is available, trace the form in the soil, use rocks, branches, shells, crystals, whatever is presenting.
- Plant your anchor point crystal or crystals. Dig a hole, place them point up, replace soil. You will leave the anchor crystals in the ground. Size does not matter; the service intent is key.
- Leave the tip exposed if you are remote and the SUN can reach them. Bury them if others will see and possibly remove them.

8. Anchor them to the crystalline core of Gaia.

- Sample Command: Beloved crystals, anchor to the crystalline core of Gaia and the New Earth crystalline grid systems to amplify the pure Light into peace, harmony, unconditional Love and Ascension. In the highest interests of all concerned, to the highest level allowed by cosmic law in this Now moment. Gaia, with your blessing, let us co-create this now.

9. Use your hand or hands to send a beam of pure crystalline Light through the crystal into the core of Gaia.

- Traditionally, your right hand is the *sending hand* and the sender of your Light signature. Do what feels correct for you.
- After the crystal connects with the crystalline core, use a clockwise spiral motion to swirl and open a pathway up through the planetary grids, through
the crystal, above to the crystalline grid, the SUN, Galactic Center, Great Central SUN, and Source.

- Talk through this process, command the light with your voice, be direct.

10. Expand the crystalline torus field; open all directions as far as needed. Use your inner guidance with ease and grace.

- Call in the rays of Golden, Crystalline, Diamond, Platinum, and Pure Photonic Light.
- Visualize and direct these rays from Source above through the channel of light you have created, to the crystalline core of Gaia, and from the core up to Source.
- Then expand, weave, and surge the light out through the New Earth Grids.
- Intend to Purify and Divinize all levels, layers, and dimensional expressions of Gaia, HUmanity, Kingdoms and Elementals to the highest level possible.
- Example Command: *In the name of the Divine HUman Source-in-Carnate that I AM, I call forth all creations align with Divine LoveLight Now. Grid systems, puritize, divinize, amplify the highest level of LoveLight allowed by cosmic law NOW.*

11. Consciously link to the grids, sacred sites seen and unseen, crystal beds, aquifers, with the highest intent of Divine Service to the Ascension. Visualize this pure light flowing through Gaia. Connect with the Lightworkers in service and other New Earth grid points, the HUman Heart grid. Bless EVERYTHING with your pure intent.

12. Keep weaving the light, spinning expanding the column and fields. Use your hands, kneel, stand or sit on ground and let the light come forth and through you. Stay focused as long as possible. *I open myself as Pure conduit of Pure Source Light Intelligence.*

- Depending on your resonance and ability to perceive, much will occur. You may see Light Beings, light flashes, orbs, Lightships, the Kingdoms may present (animals), the Elementals (spinning clouds, the winds may stop, etc.)
- The key is to FEEL IT. Stay in your heart, connect with Gaia. Meditate in silence and ask your Higher Self/Divine Team of Pure Light to take over.
- The Christ Light Activation guided meditation may assist those new to Gridwork in maintaining focus.
13. When it feels complete, say THANK YOU. Thank Gaia, the crystal, all of the Higher Realms. Bless the pillar of Light and leave it activated. You may connect with it etherically later on.

**Thank you for participating in this activity of Light**

Gratitude for your pure intention to assist with the Ascension in this way!

Use your highest discernment for what is right for your path. These are suggestions for those who have not connected with the Crystalline Grids.

Obviously we cannot cover everything or answer all questions. Be responsible for your own Self-empowerment. So much has been shared on this topic. Read the articles, listen to the videos, and explore your unique way of engaging with Gridwork.

Trust your Heart with the New Earth grid systems and stay open to your Higher Level guidance in the moment. Ascension is upon us; Be a responsible Creator.

If you choose to share this intel, please link to the original text and video at [http://www.sandrawalter.com/gridwork-basics](http://www.sandrawalter.com/gridwork-basics)

In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra Walter